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SUMMARY
This council supports IPART in their approach to develop a Local Government Cost Index
(LGCI) and the use of this index for setting the rate peg for NSW local government. This
council is not entirely supportive of rate pegging, however if it is to exist then this
transparent approach is far more satisfactory than past methodologies.
In addition, this council does not support the development of, or use of, a one only annual
local government industry productivity factor to be deducted from the rate peg figure. For
reasons outlined in the submission the resourcing for councils, and IPART, to develop such a
complicated factor far exceeds the benefits derived from its existence. Also, council is not
supportive of using the productivity factor to be deducted from the rate pegged figure, as
this council during the year has already applied efficiency gains to its budget, and to have it
again applied as a deduction to the rate peg has a doubling effect.
Council also believes that efficiency gains should be applied as decided by council within its
legislative charter under the Local Government Act and does not share IPART’s view that
these gains should be used to reduce rate increases rather than expanding services or help
address infrastructure backlogs. It is therefore suggested that in the absence of a legislative
framework that supports the IPART view, that council is satisfying its charter, and is
empowered under the Local Government Act, in making these decisions in the best interests
of the community.
Comment on Productivity Factor
It is acknowledged that a relevant productivity factor is applied to other industries and
markets regulated by IPART however, most of these industries are delivering a single
measurable service or product as opposed to hundreds of the diversified products and
services delivered by local government. The measurement of outputs to inputs to derive a

productivity factor in single service or product industries must be a far simpler process than
a multiple service provider like local government. A specific industry productivity factor for a
single delivery industry would therefore be acceptable in the case that you state for the taxi
industry but not for local government.
Local government is complicated by the number of services delivered as annual productivity
gains may, for example, exist in areas like parks maintenance and libraries but other areas
like street cleaning and leisure centres may not have had productivity gains that year. How
then do you factor in the vastly different type of services, and their various efficiencies, as
one productivity factor to represent that one council?
In addition, multiply this by the number of NSW councils then the argument becomes
stronger that one industry factor would not be representative of all the councils and their
diversified services. This is further complicated by rural councils compared to metropolitan
councils, where we would suggest productivity factors would be quite different between the
class of councils purely on types of service delivery, location, cost inputs and service
priorities.
It is suggested that a great deal of resources from councils and IPART would need to be
invested in developing such a specific industry measurement. It is therefore questionable
whether the output result is of a significant benefit compared to the investment of the
resources required. It would be a concern to ensure that any calculation is prospective
whilst acknowledging past efforts and proven results. Reviews of areas previously visited by
some authorities with positive outcomes would be a severe disadvantage.
For the reasons above we believe it would be a most difficult exercise to develop a NSW
local government sector productivity factor that would be fair, equitable and relevant to all
NSW local councils.
Comment on the use of productivity gains
This council already achieves productivity gains each year, and over many years previous,
and this is well documented as outlined in question 4 below. These efficiency gains have
been used to provide expanded or additional services or address infrastructure backlog over
the years. This has been widely accepted by the community and the elected members with
council being open in publicly declaring the volume of savings reflected from these
efficiency gains.
Therefore, Council does not support the IPART view that efficiency gains should be used for
reducing rate increases rather than expanding services or help address infrastructure
backlogs. IPART states this decision should be made by consulting with the community
which the council does do through the integrated planning process via the Delivery Plan
each year. Additionally, Council has been able to achieve increases in allocations over time
to address asset spending shortfalls.

Council conducts its business under the charter of the Local Government Act 1993 (section
8) in managing services and facilities in an efficient and effective way. This includes engaging
the community and exercising community leadership. Decisions in how to use any
productivity gains is therefore really a decision of council as empowered under legislation.
This council has enormous demands for expanded and additional services placed on them
by the community and reduction in some services or making efficiency savings in areas,
which can pass on resources or funds, is the only way these demands can be considered.
Special rate variations are generally not considered for operational service delivery. In
addition, if council can clear some of its infrastructure backlog by utilising efficiency savings
from operations then this would be the preferred option as opposed to seeking a special
rate variation.
It is therefore suggested that in the absence of a legislative framework that supports the
IPART view, that council is satisfying its charter empowered under the Local Government
Act in making these decisions in the best interests of the community and for it to be
otherwise would be to undermine the limited financial independence entrusted to Local
Government.

Responses to IPART Questions
1. “Is the current method of using an economy‐wide measure of productivity and then
discounting it for application to the NSW local government sector the most
appropriate for future years? If so, which ABS series would be most appropriate”
Response:
As outlined in the comments earlier it is questionable whether any great benefits
would be derived by developing a specific local government productivity factor. We
believe it would be a most difficult exercise to develop a NSW local government
sector productivity factor that would be fair, equitable and relevant to all NSW local
councils.
Also as outlined this council has set budget targets each year since 2002/03 for
savings and efficiency gains and have been very successful in reaching those targets.
We therefore do not agree in a productivity factor being deducted from the rate peg
as council feels it is being penalised above the gains already set as a minimum and
achieved plus more.
With that said, if a productivity factor is mandatory and has to apply, then the
statements made by IPART on other productivity sectors in the discussion paper
have some merit. The All Industries sector would contain a large manufacturing and
production market sectors and would not be a good representation of local
government services. We would suggest this may also be the case for the Market
sector measures. If any alignment was to be made it would make sense to consider

in detail using the “Public administration and safety sector” as this is closer to the
service providing industry of local government, but is still severely limited in scope
by comparison with the Local Government industry.
BUT – the base from which the sector is approaching productivity estimations may
well be of considerable disadvantage to more advanced organisations.

2. “If not, what alternative measure would be more appropriate for determining a
productivity factor?”
Response:
There does not appear to be a readily accessible and applicable alternative.

3. “Can councils measure some (or all) of their productivity gains in terms of changes in
physical units (that is, in volumes or quantities) of inputs and changes in prices paid
for inputs? If so, in what ways would these changes be expressed?”
Response:
This is an incredibly difficult task across a council without considering the
complexities across all NSW councils. Sutherland Shire Council has over 100 different
services and vast infrastructure programs. No doubt some simple measurements
may be available but again it would be specific to that one council only. If the
objective is to have comparable productivity service measurements between
councils across NSW then this is almost impossible.
For example library expenditure volumes or quantities between say Sutherland
Shire, Strathfield Council and Harden Shire Council would not be comparing the
same services. In 2010/11 on library services Sutherland spent $6.5m, Strathfield
$2.083m and Harden $128,000, expressed as a expenditure per capita this works out
at Sutherland $29.55 with 8 libraries, Strathfield $65.09 with 2 libraries and Harden
$35.55 with 1 library. So before we start looking at productivity gains as a
percentage or measurement what do we make of the per capita figures. Is
Sutherland very efficient or can it use its costs better by economies of scale across a
large number of libraries? Or is it that Strathfield places a lot higher priority on
library services than the other two? The priority, purpose and levels of services
between councils are far more complicated than allocating numbers for comparison
purposes.

In respect of some service areas within Council, we have very accurately measured
productivity due to close attention to cultural change and form of service delivery,
ie. day labour replaced by contractors.
Therefore individual councils may be able to measure volumes, quantities and prices,
however to then compare against others or try to develop a specific service
productivity factor that has some relevance is a very difficult task. If it was not a
difficult task many analysts before now would have developed a methodology
sometime over the 100 year history of local government.
It remains that the vast differences between the various councils makes it almost
impossible to have a one‐fits‐all approach. Services provided, and levels of those
services, vary dramatically.

4. “Are productivity improvements able to be captured within council’s Long Term
Financial Plans? If so, please illustrate”
Response:
Yes, Sutherland Shire Council has been recognising two major items in its Long Term
Financial Plan for over the last five years. The line items are:
1. Organisational reform $500,000 each year – this represents efficiency
gains that are on‐going, however each year a new $500,000 must be
found.
2. Future Works Reserve $500,000 each year – this represents additional
actual gains or savings in that year that is put into a Reserve to assist with
future budgets; again a new $500,000 must be found each year.
The Attachment A demonstrates at the executive summary level for the 10 Year
Financial Plan how these two items are shown. The 10 year Financial plan is adopted
each year by council in conjunction with the annual budget.
So each year council is committed to find $1million in savings and efficiencies, with
$500,000 estimated to be the efficiencies. These items are initially shown as an
organisational provision and once areas start to produce efficiencies the
organisational provision is reduced and the provisions show in the individual areas
where they have been achieved.
All efficiencies are also reported to the Senior Executive (Directors) meeting and
once endorsed by senior management they are reported in a Budget Review which
goes to council for adoption. Attachment B shows how the efficiencies are reported
during the year in a budget review. Attachment C is an example of a template used

for reporting efficiencies to the senior management group to endorse before it is
provided to council through a Budget Review.
To have a further productivity loss disadvantages this council and other councils that
have made efficiency / productivity gains.

5. “What indicators should IPART use in assessing the productivity of councils?”
Response:
As previously stated we believe this is extremely difficult and complicated due to
councils having different cost structures, levels of service and service delivery
priorities. To develop consistent indicators that could be used uniformly across NSW
councils is near impossible. It must also be recognised that political decisions and
priorities between councils will also affect performances, hence also affect any
indicators and flow onto affecting productivity measures.
Previous use of indicators published by the Division of Local Government were
meaningful but related to inputs only and not outputs.

6. “How can productivity indicators be improved over time?”
Response:
It would be assumed experience over time would either support or otherwise
decisions made. To not learn from experience would be a real waste of energy and
would defeat the purpose of what is being sought.
Councils should be required to produce their own indicators and these could be
subject to audit.

7. “Are net costs of individual services useful in measuring and comparing council
performance?”
Response:
No – again different cost structures, different service levels and priorities on
services. Reference is made to the council comparatives stated in Question 3 above
which shows the vast differences between library services. The figures provided in
those examples come from the net costs of services Schedule 1 for the 2010/11
financial reports.

8. “Can councils demonstrate how the cost escalation assumptions in their Long Term
Financial Plans are derived and why they are reasonable in the light of current
inflationary trends?”
Response:
Sutherland Shire Council does use current trend inflationary figures for future years
in the Long Term Financial Plan for non labour components of services. For example,
if the current CPI is around 3% ,and there are no future figures available from major
economists or major banks to suggest a major variance to this assumption, then the
3% will be projected throughout the future years. If there are publicised predictions
for future years then council may consider their relevance and apply these.
For labour components council is usually in a position to know the adopted increase
in the enterprise agreement (EA) over several years and will apply this percentage to
the relevant future years. Similarly, Award variations are now known in advance and
where different to our basic 3% assumptions, are built in. Beyond that the figure
applied will be similar to those in the current EA.
Council also is conservative with statutory payments or contributions and usually
allows an above inflationary figure for the forward years as traditionally these
government items do marginally exceed the regular CPI figure each year.
Also, known factors will be applied at the increases or values assessed for example,
loan repayments, regulated indexes like the Valuer General services or street lighting
charges.
The council Long Term Financial Plan is derived at the budget level (across thousands
of items) and forward parameters are projected on different criteria to consolidate
up to a summary level. The Plan is therefore a summary of a very detailed series of
parameters and assumptions applied at the lowest level and allowed to flow up to a
executive summary for decisions at this level.

CONCLUSION
This council supports IPART in their approach to develop a Local Government Cost
Index (LGCI) and the use of this index for setting the rate peg for NSW local
government, although it is of concern that the index does not include known future
costs, eg. impact of carbon tax for 2012/13 budget. This council is not entirely
supportive of rate pegging, however if it is to exist then this transparent approach is
far more satisfactory than past methodologies.

In addition, this council does not support the development of or use of a one only
annual local government industry productivity factor to be deducted from the rate
peg figure. For reasons outlined in the submission the resourcing for councils and
IPART to develop such a complicated factor far exceeds the benefits derived from its
existence. Also council is not supportive of using the productivity factor to be
deducted from the rate pegged figure, as this council during the year has already
applied efficiency gains to their budget and to have it applied to the rate peg
suggests a doubling effect.
The reasons for not supporting a one NSW local government productivity factor
across all councils are:








Size and structures between councils are so different;
The range of service level provisions are so diversified based on community
priorities and expectations;
Service level priorities are very different between councils dictated by
demographic and local issues;
Each council has different local economic conditions, especially rural and city
councils;
Local politics involving decisions are very different;
Location and isolation factors must be considered; and
Performance over time in already achieved productivity improvements varies
greatly between councils as does the reporting and verification of those
gains.

For the reasons above we do not believe that a single productivity factor can be
representative of such a multiple service provider like local government.
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